In this paper we propose a new protocol for reliable multicast in a multihop mobile radio network. The protocol is reliable, i.e., it guarantees message delivery to all multicast nodes even when the topology of the network changes during multicasting. The proposed protocol uses a corebased shared tree. The multicast tree may get fragmented due to node movements. A notion of forwarding region is introduced which is used to glue together fragments of a multicast trees. The gluing process involves ooding of the forwarding region of only those nodes that witness topology change due to node mobility. Delivery of multicast messages to mobile nodes is expedited through (i) pushing of the message by witness nodes in their forwarding regions and (ii) pulling of messages by a mobile node during (re)joining process. Hence, the protocol conserves network bandwidth by using a combination of the push-pull approach and by restricting ooding only to the essential parts of the network that is a ected by topology change.
. The algorithm builds a dynamic forwarding tree involving all the clusterheads and gateways in the network. Reliable transmission is guaranteed by using a message stabilization mechanism. High mobility is handled by using timeouts and acknowledgment ooding.
In this paper, we present a reliable multicast algorithm which combines the advantages of both the schemes into a pull-push scheme. A core based shared multicast tree is constructed as nodes in the multicast group send JOIN message which grafts branches from multicast tress to the nodes. Whenever a sender wants to a message to members of group gid it sends a MULTICAST message to the core node of group gid which initiates the dissemination of the message down the multicast tree. Acknowledgment aggregation is used to reduce the bandwidth wastage. A message stabilizes when the core node receives all the acknowledgments; the core node piggy-backs this stabilization information in subsequent multicast messages. We introduce the concept of forwarding region of a node which is used to glue together fragments of a multicast trees. The gluing process involves ooding of the forwarding region of the nodes which witness topology change. Delivery of multicast messages to mobile nodes is expedited through (i) pushing of the message by witness nodes in their forwarding regions and (ii) pulling of messages by a mobile node during (re)joining process. Our protocol is reliable, i.e., it guarantees delivery of the multicast message in presence of node mobility (by using message stabilization) and at the same time preserves network bandwidth by limiting message ooding only to the parts of the network a ected by host movements.
SYSTEM MODEL
The mobile multi-hop network consists of n mobile hosts (nodes) with unique ids p 1 ; : : : ; p n . These mobile hosts communicate among each other via a packet radio network. When a node transmits (broadcasts) a message, the nodes in the coverage area of the sender can simultaneously receive the message. A node p i is called a neighbor of node p j in the network if p j is in the coverage area of node p i (this relationship is symmetric and time varying since the nodes can and do move). At any given time a node p i can correctly receive a message from one of its neighbors, say p j , i p j is the only neighbor of p i transmitting at that time. We make the following assumptions about the system. 1. The multicast groups are prede ned. Each multicast group has a unique multicast group identi er gid and has a unique core node; each node u knows the identity of the core node of each multi-cast group u belongs to.
2. A data link layer protocol at each node p i maintains the identities of its neighbors MGLA96, RP99] in some list neighbors(p i ); this data link protocol also resolves any contention for the shared medium by supporting logical links between neighbors and ensures that a message sent over a correct (or functioning) logical link is correctly received by the node at the other end of that link. The link layer protocol informs the upper layer of any creation/deletion of logical links.
3. A routing protocol MGLA96] is used to send unicast messages between two non neighboring nodes in the network. These unicast messages are reliably delivered, i.e., a message sent by a node p i to node p j will be eventually delivered to p j .
4. The (dynamic) topology of the ad-hoc network is modeled by an undirected graph G = (V; E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of logical links between neighboring nodes 1 . Since the nodes are mobile, the network topology changes with time. We assume that no node leaves the system and no new node joins the system; we also assume that transient link failures are handled by the link layer protocol by using timeouts, retransmission, and per hop acknowledgment. Thus, the network graph has always the same node set but di erent edge sets.
5. The change in topology is arbitrary but satis es the Liveness property PR99]:
if there are pending messages for a processor p i , then the network topology eventually remains constant long enough so that p i receives at least one of these messages and acknowledges the receipt before the topology changes again. If liveliness is not guaranteed, it is possible that message m destined for processor p can never be delivered to p or is delivered but p cannot acknowledge the receipt; this may prevent the termination of any protocol.
Any protocol for a reliable multicast in any ad-hoc network satis es two requirements: (1) Validity and Agreement: if a processor multicasts a message m to group G then all the processors in group G eventually deliver m; (2) Integrity: for each message m, every processor in G delivers m at most once, and only if m has been multicast to group G by some processor.
It is to be noted that in this paper we do not address the problem of establishment and maintenance of a multi-cast group; we also do not deal with the security issues (malicious attacks or otherwise). These issues have been treated elsewhere GS95].
MULTICAST PROTOCOL 3.1. Basic Idea and De nitions
Our protocol for reliable multicast generalizes the concept of the core-based tree protocol developed in GCZ99]. Reliable multicast consists of two components:
(1) delivery of message m to members of the multicast group, and (2) delivery of acknowledgment (con rmation receipt) of m to the source and the destinations.
Delivery of Multicast Messages
A multicast message is delivered using a shared tree rooted at the core node of the multicast group. The multicast tree is constructed in a distributed manner. Each node in the multicast group sends a JOIN message BFC93] towards the core node. The JOIN message is forwarded until it reaches the core node or some node which is already part the multicast tree. Consider the ad-hoc network shown in Figure 1(a) . The multicast group M = f3; 5; 6; 12; 15g has 5 nodes; nodes in a multicast group are also called multicast nodes. Let node 3 be the core node. Figure 1(a) shows three JOIN messages and the paths they travel. The rst JOIN message from node 5 establishes a path from 3 to node 5. The second JOIN message from node 12 to node 3 is intercepted at node 5 since node 5 has already joined the multicast tree. Further, node 8 and 13 also become part of the multicast tree. Nodes belonging to the multicast tree but Construction of a multicast tree and its fragmentation due to node movement not belonging to the multicast group are called forwarding nodes. The third JOIN message establishes the path from node 15 to node 3. Node 6 need not send separate JOIN message since it is already in the multicast tree. The resulting multicast tree is shown in Figure 1 (b).
The source node sends the multicast message to the core node of the multicast group. The core node assigns a sequence number to the message and initiates multicasting by sending them to its children in the multicast tree which in turn send the message to their children and so on. If the portion of the ad-hoc network which contains the multicast tree does not experience any topology change, then the acknowledgment messages travel up the tree links towards the core node. Once the core node receives all the acknowledgment messages, it records that the message has stabilized. This information is then di used to all the nodes in the multicast tree and the sender (source), which can then delete the message from their memory.
A multicast tree can get disconnected due to mobility of the nodes. For example, Figure 1 (b) shows a multicast tree. Suppose node 3 which is the root of the multicast tree moves as shown in Figure 1(c) . After the move, the multicast tree T has been fragmented into three discontented components: node 3 by itself, the subtree rooted at node 4, and the subtree rooted at node 5.
Remark.
As long as no attempt is made to repair a fragmented multicast tree T, the fragments of the tree formed due to node movements, together constitute a forest of trees which is a subgraph of the original multicast tree T.
One approach to do multicasting, when a tree is disconnected due to node movements, is to reconstruct the multicast tree and this may need be done repeatedly especially when the nodes move frequently. We develop a new mechanism of re-pairing the multicasting tree from its fragments by introducing the concept of the forwarding region of a node. Informally, a forwarding region of a multicast tree node u is the maximal region (subgraph) of the topology graph around u which consists of only non-tree nodes. In order to ood its forwarding region with message m a node u simply broadcasts m to all its neighbors. Any node which receives m forwards it only if it is not a multicast tree node. Note that the forwarding regions are implicit and dynamic in nature and hence adapt to continuous topology changes. The idea is to ood the message when the multicasting tree is fragmented using the forwarding regions to restrict the ooding to regions where the topology has changed. We now formally de ne the notion of forwarding regions.
Definition 3.1.
Given a network graph G and a multicast tree T of G, a forwarding region of an arbitrary node u 2 G with respect to T, is a subgraph F(u; T) of G such that:
(1) a node v is in F(u; T) i there exists a path from u to v in G with intermediate nodes only in G ? T; (2) an edge e = (v; w) (v; w 2 F(u; T) and (v; w) 2 G) is in F(u; T) i one of the following two conditions is true: (i) v 2 (G?T )_w 2 (G?T ) and (ii) v = u _ w = u. The node u is called the center of forwarding region F(u; T). Any multicast tree node v in F(u; T) which has an incident edge (v; w) of G such that w does not belong to F(u; T) is called a gateway node of F(u; T). The set of all gateway nodes of F(u; T) is called the boundary of F(u; T). Consider the network graph G and the multicast tree T shown in Figure 2 (a). The forwarding regions of nodes 11 and 13, F(11; T) and F(13; T) respectively, are shown. Note that the forwarding region of a node changes as the topology of the network changes. Figure 2(b) shows the forwarding region of node 13 after node 18 has moved in the vicinity of node 12.
Property 3.1.
Each gateway node of a forwarding region F(n; T) is a node of the multicast tree T. For any connected graph G and a non null tree T, G = u2T F(u; T) i.e., the forwarding regions of the nodes in the multicast tree together cover all the nodes in the network graph G.
The forwarding region is implicit in the way a message is forwarded and need not be explicitly determined. Further, the forwarding regions act as \glue" to link di erent fragments of a multicast tree together (when the multicast tree gets disconnected due to node movements). Flooding is restricted to the vicinity of the region where topology is changed, and the fragments of the multicast tree are used in the parts of the network where the topology is not changed. Thus, as long as the topology remains connected, forwarding regions can be used for multicasting limiting the need for ooding to a minimum. Consider node 3 as the core of the multicast tree in Figure 2 Using combination of multicast tree and forwarding regions for multicasting messages in presence of topology change. a message m. Since it detects that the multicast tree is disconnected, it oods its forwarding region with m. The message m reaches node 4 since it is a gateway node for forwarding region of node 3. Node 4 (it has also detected the move of node 3 due to its link to node 3 going down) also oods the message in its forwarding region F(4; T). Due to ooding of F(4; T), node 5 and 6 receive the multicast message.
Similarly, node 5 also oods its forwarding region. However, since nodes 6 and 13 do not witness any change in topology, they use the multicast subtree rooted at them to forward m. Thus, all the nodes in the multicast tree get the multicast message either via ooding of message m in the forwarding region of a node or via links in the multicast tree.
Property 3.2. (Gluing Property) Let T be a multicast tree in a network G.
Consider nodes u and v in T such that u is parent of v in T. Then, as long as topology remains connected there is a sequence of nodes < u 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u k > such that: u 1 = u, u k = v, and u i+1 2 F(u i ; T); 1 i < k and u i+1 is a gateway node of F(u i ; T); 1 i < k ? 1.
It is easy to observe that the message would be ooded in the region which is union of all the forwarding regions of the nodes which witness change in topology. Using the witness nodes to do the ooding in the event of a topology change, we can limit the number of nodes which receive the multicast message via ooding. Thus, use of forwarding regions to perform \controlled ooding" of the network in the event of topology change can lead to signi cant savings in bandwidth used for multicasting.
3.1.2. Avoiding Loops in Multicast Tree due to Rejoining Although forwarding regions can help glue together some portion of the fragmented multicast tree, other parts of the tree may become unusable due to change in topology. For example, consider the situation in Figure 3 (b). It shows the change in topology from Figure 1(b) due to movement of node 3 and node 5. Now, suppose node 5 sends a JOIN message to rejoin the multicast group. This can cause a loop to be formed as shown in Figure 3(b) . In order to avoid such loops being formed, a signi cant witness node, if it does not receive any ooding message within time t p after detecting a topology change, sends a REJOIN message along the old tree fragment. The e ect of this message is that the old tree fragment is destroyed and each multicast node in that subtree sends a JOIN message to the core node. Figure 3 (c) shows one of the possible tree that may result.
Localizing Flooding to Regions of Topological Change
The signi cant witness nodes of a multicast group ood their forwarding regions with the rst multicast message they receive after detecting the topology change.
The subsequent messages are not ooded since the multicast tree has been repaired by then. Any gateway node, which has not received that message as yet, oods its forwarding region. This process continues till the message is stabilized. This controlled ooding ensures that ooding is employed only in the area surrounding the region where topology change occurred.
Delivery of Acknowledgments
The acknowledgment messages travel up the multicast tree towards the core node. In order to reduce the bandwidth consumed for acknowledgment delivery, the acknowledgments from individual nodes are combined together whenever possible. A node does this by holding back an acknowledgment in an acknowledgment queue for t a time before forwarding. If another acknowledgment for the same message arrives within this wait period they are combined together. In case the multicast tree gets disconnected, the acknowledgment is sent directly to the core node.
Broadcast of Message Stabilization
Once the core node has received acknowledgments from each node in the multicast group, it records that information and informs the sender (source) of the multicast message. Further, the information about message stability is piggy backed on any future multicast messages. Once a node comes to know that a message has stabilized, it deletes the copy of that message from its memory. This guarantees only the members of multicast group get to know that a message has stabilized. However, the message is also bu ered in the forwarding nodes of the multicast tree, who are not nodes. It can so happen that such a node moves and becomes a non tree node and remain so for a long time. There are two ways to handle such a scenario: (1) delete the message some time after becoming a non-tree node; or (2) the core node broadcasts the information about message stabilization. The rst option saves the bandwidth whereas the second option reduces wastage of node memory. However, the second option is useful to reduce multicast latency. A compromise between the two options is that the core node periodically broadcasts the information about message stabilization.
Data Structures
We assume that there are maximum of n nodes and g multicast groups in the system. Each node in the system maintains the following local variables and data 3.3. Message Types JOIN(gid; i; k; stable; last) | indicates that the sending node i is requesting to join the multicast group gid; k is the id of the node which initiated this JOIN message; stable is the maximum value of Stable l gid], where l belongs to the set of multicast group nodes in the path from node k to node i traversed by this JOIN message; last is maximum value of of Last l gid], , where l belongs to the set of multicast group nodes in the path from node k to node i traversed by this JOIN message. JOIN ACK(gid; i; j; stable i ) | indicates that node i will forward any message multicast to group gid it receives to the receiver of this message; node j is the intended receiver of this JOIN ACK message; stable i is the value of Stable i gid] just before sending this JOIN message. REJOIN(gid; stable) | indicates that the receiver of this message should dismantle the current multicast tree rooted at it and if necessary send JOIN message to establish a new path from core node to itself.
MULTICAST(gid; i; seq; m; stable i ) | indicates that the sender i wants to multicast message m to group gid; seq is the sequence number of this message in the group gid.
MULTICAST ACK(gid; i; seq; ack bv i ; stable i ) | indicates that the sender i has received multicast seq-th message sent to multicast group gid; ack bv i is the acknowledgment bit vector indicating the set of node which have received the seq-th message as known to node i. PULL(gid; i; stable i ; last i ) | indicates that node i wants copy of messages with sequence number greater than last i for multicast group gid.
PUSH(gid; i; seq; m; stable i ) | indicates that sender i wants to multicast the message m in the push mode to the members of multicast group gid; the sequence number of the message m in the multicast group is seq. As the message is pushed in the forwarding region of a node, say u, a forwarding tree rooted at u is dynamically constructed.
PUSH ACK (gid, i, p) | indicates that sender i has chosen node p as its parent in the forwarding tree of group gid.
QUIT(gid; i; stable i ) | indicates that node i does not need multicast message for group gid anymore.
System Primitives
The following primitives are used in the pseudo code given in the next subsection. They are used to simplify the presentation of the algorithm and their functions are as follows: (1) enqueue(Q,msg,seq): adds message msg with sequence number seq to the sorted queue Q; (2) send msg to j: is a non-blocking reliable unicast primitive supported by the underlying routing algorithm which sends message msg to node j. The command send msg to S sends reliable unicast messages to each node whose id is in set S; (3) nexthop(j): returns the next node in the route to node j. If node j is unreachable then nexthop blocks till the node becomes reachable ,i.e., till the time when the underlying routing protocol can determine a route to node j and hence the next hop node. The Liveness condition along with the assumption that all failure are temporary guarantees that nexthop() would not block inde nitely; 
Algorithm Description
Each node in the multicast group initially sends a JOIN message towards the core node. As the JOIN message travels it establishes a tree branch connecting the initiator to the multicast tree. The branch ends at the rst node which happens to be in the multicast tree when it receives the JOIN message. A node also sends a JOIN message when it gets disconnected from the tree. This may happen when a node which is already connected to the tree moves. A node detects this situation when its link to its parent node goes down for an extended period. However the node waits for a certain period for receiving a PUSH message before sending out the JOIN message. If the node receives a PUSH message from its parent node within certain timeout period after its link to its current parent node goes down then it gets reconnected to the tree. Otherwise the node rst sends a REJOIN message to its children and then sends a JOIN message towards the core node. As explained earlier, this is done in order to avoid any routing loops. The rest of the algorithm is described in terms of a number of events as follows.
Node i wants to Multicast a Message: When a node wants to multicast message m to group gid, it executes the following command: send MULTICAST Node i receives MULTICAST message: When a node receives a MUL-TICAST (gid, j, SEQ, MSG, STABLE) message, it invokes the procedure Receive Multicast which is described in Figure 8 . First a check using the SEQ number in the message is performed to lter out duplicate receipt of a MULTICAST message. Further, if node i is the core node of group gid (i.e. Core i gid] = i), it assigns the message a new sequence number, Last i] + 1. Otherwise, node i preserves the message sequence number SEQ. The MULTICAST message is then propagated down the multicast tree by sending it to all the children of node i. This is in fact just a single broadcast in the coverage area of node i. Further Figure 10) . The acknowledgments for receipt of message m travels up the tree. A node periodically combines together all the MUL-TICAST ACK it receives for a particular message m into one MULTICAST ACK and sends it to its parent node in the multicast tree. The core node upon receiving acknowledgments from all the nodes in the multicast group marks message m as stable. This information is di used using the stable eld of subsequent MULTI-CAST messages and by periodically broadcasting this information.
Receiving a JOIN Message: When a node receives a JOIN (gid,j,k,STABLE, LAST) message from a neighbor j, it invokes the procedure Receive Join which is described in Figure 11 . The JOIN message works in conjunction with the JOIN ACK message to establish a path from the multicast tree to the node requesting to JOIN the multicast tree. The JOIN message initiated by a multicast node, say u, is processed by each node in the path from u to a current node in the multicast tree. The path is progressively determined hop-by-hop: the current node (i.e. node i) queries the underlying routing protocol for the next hop node in the path to the Core i gid] node from itself. As the JOIN message progress towards the Core i gid] node, a tree path in the reverse direction is established by receiver of the JOIN message (i.e. node i) adding the node from which it received the JOIN message as on of its children.
A node sends a JOIN message when it moves to a new location in the network or when it gets (re)connected to the network. Due to mobility or disconnection a node may have not received some of the data messages for the multicast groups it belongs to. Hence, JOIN message is used not only for initiating setting up path for the future multicast data messages but also for sending (re-ing) any missing multicast data messages to the joining nodes along the new path being setup.
In procedure Receive Join, the condition Last i gid] > LAST is checked. If this condition holds then it indicates that node i has copies of some the data messages with sequence number greater than LAST and it at least has copies of all data messages with sequence number LAST + 1 up to Last i gid]. Node i initiates the multicast of these messages.
A node i receiving a JOIN message can be of one of the following four types: i) a non-tree multicast group node, ii) a regular node, iii) a multicast node connected to the tree, and iv) a forwarding node. The processing of a JOIN message is illustrated in Figure 4 for each of the four di erent receiving node types under two conditions i) Receiving a PULL Message: When a node receives a PULL message, it invokes the procedure Receive Pull which is described in Figure 12 . As shown in Figure 4 (f) and (h), a node i which is part of the existing multicast tree sends a PULL message to one of a neighbor q if it learns through a JOIN message that it is missing some of the messages (i.e. when Last i gid] < LAST). The pull message travels hop-by-hop up the tree links towards the core node in search of node which can re-initiate multicasting of the data messages which the initiator of JOIN message is missing. Note that if node i (in Figure 4 (f) and (h)) is a multicast group node then it sends Last i gid] in its PULL message otherwise it propagates the LAST value it obtained from the incoming JOIN/PULL message. This ensures that only those messages which have not been received by a multicast group node are re-transmitted.
Receiving a JOIN ACK Message: When a node receives a JOIN ACK message from any of its neighbors, it invokes the procedure Receive Join Ack which is described in Figure 13 . As illustrated in Figure 4 , a node i receiving a JOIN message sends out a JOIN ACK message to the next node in the path to the initiator of the JOIN message, unless the node is a regular node for which Last i gid] LAST.
Similar to JOIN message, the JOIN ACK message also establishes path from the initiator node and the nal recipient of the JOIN ACK message. The rationale for having both JOIN and JOIN ACK message establish path to multicast tree is as follows. Suppose a node k send out a JOIN message. In case the topology does not change, the JOIN ACK will follow the reverse path of the JOIN message (assuming symmetric links). In this case the JOIN ACK message just helps to propagate the message stabilization information to the nodes in the path. However, in the presence of node mobility the JOIN ACK message helps to expedite the setting up of paths to mobile nodes. For example, suppose node k moves after sending out the JOIN message. In this case the JOIN ACK message will be routed to the new location of node k. The portion of the path setup by the JOIN message will be torn down by the QUIT message sent out by a forwarding node which becomes a leaf node after node k moves. If a node which is already in the tree for group gid, receives a group gid's JOIN ACK message for node k it does two things: i) sends QUIT message up the tree and ii) forwards JOIN ACK message towards node k.
This ensure that every node has a single parent node, i.e., paths established by JOIN ACK messages in fact construct a tree.
Receiving a QUIT Message: When a node receives a QUIT message from any of its neighbors, it invokes the procedure Receive Quit which is described in Figure 15 . A QUIT message is initiated by a forwarding node in the tree which becomes a leaf node due to node movements. The QUIT message travels hopby-hop up the multicast tree branch tearing down the multicast path up to the rst tree node which is either a non-leaf forwarding node or is a multicast group node. A node receiving a QUIT message deletes the node from which it receives the QUIT message from its children list. If the children list becomes empty and it is a forwarding node then it sends QUIT message to its parent in the multicast tree.
Receiving a PUSH Message: When a node receives a PUSH message from any of its neighbors, it invokes the procedure Receive Push which is described in Figure 16 . Upon receiving a PUSH message, a regular node in the tree sends out the PUSH message in the forward direction, i.e., on all the links on which it has not received PUSH m message. Further, the PUSH message also builds a forwarding tree. This is done by each node selecting one of the nodes from which it received PUSH message as the parent node in the forwarding tree. All the children node of the node k which receive the PUSH message send acknowledgment message up the forwarding tree using PUSH ACK message.
A boundary node in the forwarding region of k which is not a child of k, say node b, ignores the PUSH message if it has already received a copy of that message along the multicast tree, otherwise node b treats message m in a manner similar to receiving m via MULTICAST message, i.e., node b PUSH's m to all its children. Some of the branches in the forwarding tree constructed during ooding of forwarding region of node k may end in non multicast nodes. Unless these nodes receive a JOIN message from a multicast group node, they will eventually send QUIT message up the forwarding tree links.
Receiving a PUSH AUK Message: When a node receives a PUSH ACK (gid,i,p) message from any of its neighbors, say j, it invokes the procedure Receive Push Ack which is described in Figure 17 . On receiving PUSH ACK message from node j, node i can determine whether node i is parent of node j in the forwarding tree.
Receiving a REJOIN Message: When a node receives a REJOIN message from any of its neighbors, it invokes the procedure Receive Rejoin which is described in Figure 14 . A child node in a multicast tree which does not receive PUSH message after a link to the parent node has failed within a timeout period, t p , sends out REJOIN message down the multicast subtree rooted at it. This dismantles the subtree and cause all the multicast group nodes in the subtree to resends JOIN message.
New link to node j: When a new link is established to node j, node i invokes the procedure Link Established which is described in Figure 9 . The procedure simply adds j to Neighbor i set and sends JOIN message for each multicast group to which it belongs but is not connected to that groups multicast tree.
Failure of link to node j: When a link to node j fails, node i invokes the procedure Link Failed which is described in Figure 18 . Node movements are detected via link failures. When a non-leaf node in a multicast tree moves, many of the tree links fail. Suppose a link to a node, say j, which is the only child of node i in the multicast tree for group gid fails. In this case, node i oods its forwarding region with all unstable multicast messages. This is done using the PUSH message. These message reestablishes paths from node i to some nodes. A child node of k which does not receive PUSH message after a link to the parent node has failed within a timeout period, t p , will send REJOIN message down the multicast subtree rooted at it. This will dismantle this subtree and cause all the multicast group nodes in the subtree to re-send JOIN message. 
CORRECTNESS PROOF

Proof.
We need only to show that the multicast messages generated before all the nodes in the system have joined the multicast tree will be eventually received. Each node in the multicast group eventually sends a JOIN message with LAST = 0. Assume that s messages were multicast before a node i joined the tree. Consider the rst node in the path from node i to the multicast tree which has the message with sequence number 1, say node l. Node l will re-multicast this message along the path leading to node i. Hence node i will eventually receive message with sequence number 1. Suppose node l did not also have copy of message with sequence number 2, i.e. Last i gid] = 1. Node l will either send a JOIN message or a PULL message with LAST = 1. This will initiate the re-multicasting of message with sequence number 2 along the path leading to node l and so also along the path leading to node i. Hence, it can be shown that node i will eventually receive all the messages with sequence number up to s. The acknowledgments for these messages from node i will travel up the multicast tree or directly to core node. Eventually these acknowledgments will reach the core node, since i) unicast messages are assumed to be reliable and ii) each node periodically processes its AwaitQ ] and sends out any pending acks. Lemma 4.2. A multicast message is always delivered to every member of a multicast group.
Initially the sender has the message m which it wants to multicast to group gid. Since unicast messages are reliable the MULTICAST message containing m will eventually reach the core node of group gid. The core node assigns this message a sequence number, say k. At any time thereafter, let the subset of nodes in the system which have a copy of message # k be denoted as Have k . Initially, the sender and the core node of the group are in the set. We show that the protocol ensures that eventually all the members of the multicast group are in the Have k set. Note that irrespective of whether or not a node belongs to the multicast group gid, once a node receives a copy of a message for group gid it retains that copy until the message stabilizes. Consider a node u in the multicast group gid which is not in Have k set.
If node u is connected to the multicast tree (long enough) then it will receive message # k via the multicast tree; including node u in the Have k set.
If the path from u to the tree gets disconnected due to failure of link, say (p; c), then either node p will ood its forwarding region and node c will receive the message m (increasing the size of Have k ) or node c will send a REJOIN message down the tree. Eventually either node u will receive REJOIN message or it will itself move. In either case it will send a JOIN message towards the core node. Consider the path this JOIN message takes. Along this path consider the closet node to node u which does not have message # k. This node will receive message # k from its predecessor node, say v, in the tree since v will re-multicast the message. Hence, increasing the size of Have k . Since, there are nite number of nodes in the system, Have k cannot grow inde nitely. Hence, eventually all the nodes belonging to group gid will be in the Have k set and will have a copy of the message in Unstable i gid] list.
Lemma 4.3. The core node of group gid eventually receives acknowledgment for message m from all the members of the multicast group gid.
Proof. Since according to Lemma 4.2 every node in the multicast group eventually receives the message m, a node i belonging to the multicast group will enter an acknowledgment vector (m:seq; BIT V ECTOR(n; i) in its AwaitQ. Further, the process ack() daemon on every node, except the core node, periodically sends out MUL-TICAST ACK messages for all the acknowledgment bit vectors in its AwaitQ gid] queue either to its parent node in the multicast tree for gid or directly to the core node. Hence, eventually core node of group gid will receive all the acknowledgment messages for message m. Proof. Since the core node eventually receives all the acknowledgment message for every message it multicasts, the core node will mark that message as stable. Eventually, every node in the system will either gain knowledge of this fact either through STABLE information in the messages it receives or via periodic broadcast by the core node containing the latest values in its Stable i 1 : g] array.
Lemma 4.5. After a (data) message stabilizes, eventually no protocol messages are sent concerning m and the copy of m is deleted from every processor's memory.
Proof. Since after a message has stabilized, a node will eventually gain this knowledge through stability information di used through the messages or via the periodic broadcast done by the core node. Assume that m is a multicast message in group gid. Since requirement for a reliable multicast protocol. The Integrity requirement is satis ed since i) reliable unicast protocol guarantees that the message sent by sender to the core node of group gid will be delivered only once, ii) the core node after receiving that message assigns it a unique sequence number, say k, and ii) a message with sequence number k is transferred from Unstable i gid] to DeliveryQ i only once when the rst time Stable i gid] becomes greater than k.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MESSAGE DISTRIBUTION MECHANISM
Assumptions
The notations used in the analysis are given in Table 1 . We make the following assumptions to simplify the analysis:
1. Every move results in disconnection from the multicast tree, i.e. breaking of link to the parent.
2. Nodes move independently of each other. 3. Losses at di erent mobile hosts are assumed to be independent events.
The mobility rate m captures the rate at which links which are incident on a node, say n, break due to movement of node n. A link between two nodes breaks when either of the node moves. Consider the link between nodes n 1 and n 2 . Let t m (n 1 ) and t m (n 2 ) denote the inter-move times for node n 1 and n 2 respectively. Times t m (n 1 ) and t m (n 2 ) are exponentially distributed with mean of 1= m . Let t l be the time duration after which the link (n 1 ; n 2 ) breaks. According to Assumption 1, t l = min(t m (n 1 ); t m (n 2 )); hence t l is exponentially distributed with mean of 1= l , where l = 2 m .
P loss is de ned to be the probability that a multicast message is not received by a mobile host. The metric P loss is used as measure of reliability for the basic message delivery mechanism. Two message delivery mechanism are considered: i) CBT and ii) CBT-FR. CBT is the Core Tree Based best-e ort multicast protocol for mobile ad hoc network. In CBT, whenever the parent-link fails a node sends a REJOIN message down the subtree rooted at it and sends a JOIN message to the core node. CBT-FR denotes the extension of CBT with forwarding regions.
Determination of Ploss for CBT
Since mobile host's moves and REJOIN-arrivals are independent, they can be combined into one random process, exponentially distributed with rate b = l + r .
The time interval t b ( = min(t l ; t r )) between arrival of a multicast message and the last parent-link failure or REJOIN arrival, is exponentially distributed with the probability density function:
A mobile host in unable to receive a multicast message if it is disconnected from the multicast tree at the time the multicast message arrives. Non-voluntary disconnections are due to failure of the parent-link and voluntary disconnections are due to a mobile host receiving a REJOIN message. Since the two events are independent, the probability ( l ) that the last disconnection was due to failure of the parent link is: Similarly, the probability that the last disconnection was due to a REJOIN is: Let the time the mobile host is disconnected after a move and after receiving a REJOIN message be l and r , respectively. Hence, the probability that a multicast message is lost is given by: P loss = Prflast disconnect was due to parent-link failuregP rft b < l g + Prflast disconnect was due to REJOINgP rft b < r g = l (1 ? 
Determination of Ploss for CBT-FR
In the CBT-FR approach, when a link to the parent breaks the node waits for a preset duration of time t w for the ooding of the forwarding region to get reconnected to the multicast tree. In case it does get connected to the multicast tree within time duration t w it sends a JOIN message to the core node and REJOIN message to the subtree rooted at it. Reconnecting the multicast tree using forwarding regions has two e ects: (1) time to reconnect to the tree is reduced; (2) the number of REJOINs generated is reduced. Let p be the probability that after the parentlink of a mobile host n fails a node sends a REJOIN message to the subtree rooted at it. Let the time t f it takes for the ooding message to reach the mobile host n be exponentially distributed with mean 1=! f . Since mobile host n waits for at most t w time before sending the REJOIN message, we have p = Prft f > t w g = e ?! f tw .
In CBT, a node sends a REJOIN message whenever its parent-link fails. However in CBT-FR, a mobile host sends out REJOIN message only when it fails to get connected to the multicast tree within time t w . We have assumed that the RE- . Hence, as the P loss decreases so does the total number of retransmissions required to reliably deliver the message to all the members of the multicast group.
CBT-FR Conserves Network Bandwidth Compared to Flooding
Let N be the number of node in the network, be the fraction of the node which belong to the multicast tree, i.e. 0 1, T f be number of transmissions (localized broadcast) required with ooding, and T cbtfr be the number of transmissions required with CBT-FR. We assume that data messages are much larger than control messages and so control message overhead can be ignored.
When there are no link failures due to mobility: T f = N since all the nodes transmit the message when ooding is used. T cbtfr < N depending upon the shape of the multicast tree. Therefore, < T cbtfr =T f . Hence, ooding requires 1= times the transmission of CBT-FR in the best case.
When there are link failures due to mobility: N T f N + k(D ? 1) where k is the number of nodes which do not receive the message due to initial ooding (because they were disconnected from the network) and have to get the message directly from the sender using unicast messaging; D is the diameter of the network. Note that both the bounds are under optimistic assumption that only one retransmission is required per node which fails to receive the message via ooding.
Let N be the mean number of nodes in a forwarding region. Then the expected number of retransmission for CBT-FR T cbtfr = N + F N where F is expected number of link failures during the multicast of a message. Since the height of the multicast tree can be at most D and mean link failure rate is 2 m for a link, F < 2 m D. Now, if T cbtfr < T f then CBT-FR will require less transmissions than ooding. In the following we assume the best case for ooding i.e. T f = N and worst case for CBT-FR i.e. F = 2 m D. Under this assumption T cbtfr < T f if: N + 2 m D N < N, i.e., m < (1? )=2D : For example, assuming D = 10, = 0:1, = 0:5 we get m should be less than 0.25 moves per unit time (time to transmit a data packet one hop) for CBT-FR to be better. Assuming it takes 1 ms to transmit a packet on a link then m should be less than 250 moves per second. Hence, for fairly high mobility rates CBT-FR will perform better than ooding.
Numerical Results
Let P loss be the probability that a multicast message is not received by a mobile host. We use the metric P loss as measure of reliability for the basic message delivery mechanism. We show that using a combination of forwarding regions and multicast tree results in decrease in number of packets lost; hence the number of retransmissions of a packet 2 . Two message delivery mechanisms are considered: i) CBT and ii) CBT-FR. CBT is the Core Tree Based best-e ort multicast protocol for mobile ad hoc network. In CBT, whenever the parent-link fails a node sends a REJOIN message down the subtree rooted at it. Further it sends a JOIN message to the core node. The CBT-FR denotes the extension of CBT with forwarding regions.
We have analytically determined P loss for both CBT and CBT-FR in terms of mobility rate ( m ). For the sake of analysis, we have assumed that i) the moves of mobile hosts are independent and are identically distributed, ii) the inter-move time of a mobile host is exponentially distributed with a mean of 1= m , and iii) all the links incident on a mobile host fail when the mobile host moves.
We model the e ect of mobility of other mobile hosts on the ability to receive a multicast message by a given mobile host in terms of r , the rate at which a mobile host receives REJOIN messages. The distribution of multicast nodes in the network is modeled by the spread factor S, which denotes the average distance between two multicast nodes. Further, the e ect of the shape of the multicast tree is modeled as the average distance between a leaf node and the core node. The ratio P loss -CBT-FR P loss -CBT for various mobility rates, multicast node distribution, and tree shapes.
(S = 10); and for di erent shapes of multicast trees: linear ( r = RS m ), binary tree ( r = log 2 (R)S m ), mesh-like ( r = p RS m ). In Figure 5 , r = 0 represents the case when there is a single mobile node in the system, i.e. all other node are stationary.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a protocol for reliable multicast in mobile multi-hop radio networks. The protocol supports multicasting to a set of prede ned multicast groups. The protocol uses a shared core based multicast tree and it is independent of the underlying unicast routing protocol. A notion of forwarding region is introduced which is used to limit the ooding of message (if and when needed) only to the vicinity of the nodes which witness topology change due to host mobility. Our protocol has two distinct advantages: (1) it is reliable; it guarantees message delivery in the event of topology change during multicast; the multicast protocol of GCZ99] does not have this property; (2) our protocol is more e cient in conserving network bandwidth especially when the multicast groups are small in size and the multicast group members are localized to a certain region of the network; the implicitly formed forwarding regions can detect the topology changes during multicast and limits ooding only to the part of the network that is a ected by the change. We have shown using analytical modeling that the probability of packet loss, P loss , is considerably reduced by using the proposed push-pull approach. Although we have assumed prede ned multicast groups in this work, we believe the protocol can be easily extended to handle dynamic multicast groups. Recently, it has been shown that the exponentially distributed message arrival may not be the most appropriate for LAN/WAN and the Internet tra c; it would be worthwhile to study the performance of the protocols with bursty and/or self-similar tra c distributions. Failure of node i's link to node j.
